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KEY=AGES - ROBERTS EVA
Ages of Discord A Structural-Demographic Analysis of American History WE ARE ON THE WRONG TRACK Seventy percent of Americans (and counting) think so. The real wage of a US worker today
is less than it was 40 years ago-but there are four times as many multimillionaires. As inequality grows, the politics become more poisonous. Every year, more and more Americans go on shooting sprees,
killing strangers and passers-by-and now, increasingly, representatives of the state. Troubling trends of this kind are endlessly discussed by public intellectuals and social scientists. But mostly, they talk
about only a small slice of the overall problem. After all, how on earth can yet another murderous rampage have anything to do with polarization in Congress? And is there really a connection between too
many multimillionaires and government gridlock? Historical analysis shows that long spells of equitable prosperity and internal peace are succeeded by protracted periods of inequity, increasing misery,
and political instability. These crisis periods-"Ages of Discord"-have recurred in societies throughout history. Modern Americans may be disconcerted to learn that the US right now has much in common
with the Antebellum 1850s and, more surprisingly, with ancien regime France on the eve of the French Revolution. Can it really be true that there is nothing new about our troubled time, and that similar
ages arise periodically for similar underlying reasons? Ages of Discord marshals Structural-Demograpic Theory and detailed historical data to show that this is, indeed, the case. The book takes the reader
on a roller-coaster ride through American history, from the Era of Good Feelings of the 1820s to our ﬁrst Age of Discord, which culminated in the American Civil War, to post-WW2 prosperity and, ﬁnally, to
our present, second Age of Discord." Secular Cycles Princeton University Press "Secular Cycles elaborates and expands upon the demographic-structural theory ﬁrst advanced by Jack Goldstone, which
provides an explanation of long-term oscillations. This book tests that theory's speciﬁc and quantitative predictions by tracing the dynamics of population numbers, prices and real wages, elite numbers
and incomes, state ﬁnances, and sociopolitical instability. Turchin and Nefedov study societies in England, France, and Russia during the medieval and early modern periods, and look back at the Roman
Republic and Empire. Incorporating theoretical and quantitative history, the authors examine a speciﬁc model of historical change and, more generally, investigate the utility of the dynamical systems
approach in historical applications."--BOOK JACKET. Historical Dynamics Why States Rise and Fall Princeton University Press Many historical processes are dynamic. Populations grow and decline.
Empires expand and collapse. Religions spread and wither. Natural scientists have made great strides in understanding dynamical processes in the physical and biological worlds using a synthetic
approach that combines mathematical modeling with statistical analyses. Taking up the problem of territorial dynamics--why some polities at certain times expand and at other times contract--this book
shows that a similar research program can advance our understanding of dynamical processes in history. Peter Turchin develops hypotheses from a wide range of social, political, economic, and
demographic factors: geopolitics, factors aﬀecting collective solidarity, dynamics of ethnic assimilation/religious conversion, and the interaction between population dynamics and sociopolitical stability. He
then translates these into a spectrum of mathematical models, investigates the dynamics predicted by the models, and contrasts model predictions with empirical patterns. Turchin's highly instructive
empirical tests demonstrate that certain models predict empirical patterns with a very high degree of accuracy. For instance, one model accounts for the recurrent waves of state breakdown in medieval
and early modern Europe. And historical data conﬁrm that ethno-nationalist solidarity produces an aggressively expansive state under certain conditions (such as in locations where imperial frontiers
coincide with religious divides). The strength of Turchin's results suggests that the synthetic approach he advocates can signiﬁcantly improve our understanding of historical dynamics. War and Peace
and War The Rise and Fall of Empires Penguin In War and Peace and War, Peter Turchin uses his expertise in evolutionary biology to oﬀer a bold new theory about the course of world history. Turchin
argues that the key to the formation of an empire is a society’s capacity for collective action. He demonstrates that high levels of cooperation are found where people have to band together to ﬁght oﬀ a
common enemy, and that this kind of cooperation led to the formation of the Roman and Russian empires, and the United States. But as empires grow, the rich get richer and the poor get poorer, conﬂict
replaces cooperation, and dissolution inevitably follows. Eloquently argued and rich with historical examples, War and Peace and War oﬀers a bold new theory about the course of world history with
implications for nations today. COVID-19 and World Order The Future of Conﬂict, Competition, and Cooperation Johns Hopkins University Press Kissinger Center for Global Aﬀairs, Johns Hopkins
University Press is pleased to donate funds to the Maryland Food Bank, in support of the university's food distribution eﬀorts in East Baltimore during this period of food insecurity due to COVID-19
pandemic hardships. The Upswing How America Came Together a Century Ago and How We Can Do It Again Simon & Schuster An eminent political scientist’s brilliant analysis of economic,
social, and political trends over the past century demonstrating how we have gone from an individualistic “I” society to a more communitarian “We” society and then back again, and how we can learn
from that experience to become a stronger, more uniﬁed nation—from the author of Bowling Alone and Our Kids. Deep and accelerating inequality; unprecedented political polarization; vitriolic public
discourse; a fraying social fabric; public and private narcissism—Americans today seem to agree on only one thing: This is the worst of times. But we’ve been here before. During the Gilded Age of the late
1800s, America was highly individualistic, starkly unequal, ﬁercely polarized, and deeply fragmented, just as it is today. However as the twentieth century opened, America became—slowly, unevenly, but
steadily—more egalitarian, more cooperative, more generous; a society on the upswing, more focused on our responsibilities to one another and less focused on our narrower self-interest. Sometime
during the 1960s, however, these trends reversed, leaving us in today’s disarray. In a sweeping overview of more than a century of history, drawing on his inimitable combination of statistical analysis and
storytelling, Robert Putnam analyzes a remarkable conﬂuence of trends that brought us from an “I” society to a “We” society and then back again. He draws inspiring lessons for our time from an earlier
era, when a dedicated group of reformers righted the ship, putting us on a path to becoming a society once again based on community. Engaging, revelatory, and timely, this is Putnam’s most ambitious
work yet, a ﬁtting capstone to a brilliant career. Quantitative Analysis of Movement Measuring and Modeling Population Redistribution in Animals and Plants Sinauer Associates Incorporated
In the last two decades it has become increasingly clear that the spatial dimension is a critically important aspect of ecological dynamics. Ecologists are currently investing an enormous amount of eﬀort in
quantifying movement patterns of organisms. Connecting these data to general issues in metapopulation biology and landscape ecology, as well as to applied questions in conservation and natural
resource management, however, has proved to be a non-trivial task. This book presents a systematic exposition of quantitative methods for analyzing and modeling movements of organisms in the ﬁeld.
Quantitative Analysis of Movement is intended for graduate students and researchers interested in spatial ecology, including applications to conservation, pest control, and ﬁsheries. Models are a key
ingredient in the analytical approaches developed in the book; however, the primary focus is not on mathematical methods, but on connections between models and data. The methodological approaches
discussed in the book will be useful to ecologists working with all taxonomic groups. Case studies have been selected from a wide variety of organisms, including plants (seed dispersal, spatial spread of
clonal plants), insects, and vertebrates (primarily, ﬁsh, birds, and mammals). Ultra Society How 10,000 Years of War Made Humans the Greatest Cooperators on Earth Dark Age America
Climate Change, Cultural Collapse, and the Hard Future Ahead New Society Publisher The climate futurist presents a sobering analysis of America’s future in the face of climate change—and how
we can prepare to make the most of it. After decades of missed opportunities, the door to a sustainable future has closed, and the future we face now is one in which today's industrial civilization unravels
in the face of uncontrolled climate change and resource depletion. What is the world going to look like when all these changes have run their course? John Michael Greer seeks to answer this question,
using a clear-eyed analysis of ecology, economics, and history to discern what the next 500 years or so might look like. As globalization ends, the United States—and Western civilization—will enter the
stages of decline and fall. Though Dark Age America oﬀers an uncompromising assessment of our collective future, it is by no means without hope. Knowing where we're headed is a crucial step in
responding to the challenges of the future and doing what we can now to help our descendants make the most of the world we're leaving them. El tiempo pervertido Derecha e izquierda en el siglo
XXI Ediciones AKAL Las sociedades occidentales están en proceso de transformación. A los cambios en los sistemas productivos, los desarrollos tecnológicos y el creciente peso de lo ﬁnanciero se suman
las tensiones sociales, la aparición de nuevos actores políticos y el regreso de la geoestrategia. El libro traza un mapa esencial para entender las fuerzas que están deﬁniendo nuestra época y comprender
las dimensiones del giro conservador emprendido. La obra contiene un recorrido por el futuro que nos espera, un resumen de las transformaciones en las que estamos inmersos y de la orientación política
que las anima, así como un avance de las consecuencias que producirán. Incluye un análisis de la recomposición del poder, y de las resistencias que se adivinan. Pero además de una radiografía de
nuestro tiempo, incluye una propuesta para distinguir izquierda de derecha en ese nuevo entorno, y de las posibilidades de acción que se abren en él. El texto es una guía para el siglo XXI. Icon and
Devotion Sacred Spaces in Imperial Russia Reaktion Books Icon and Devotion oﬀers the ﬁrst extensive presentation in English of the making and meaning of Russian icons. The craft of icon-making is
set into the context of forms of worship that emerged in the Russian Orthodox Church in the mid-seventeenth century. Oleg Tarasov shows how icons have held a special place in Russian consciousness
because they represented idealized images of Holy Russia. He also looks closely at how and why icons were made. Wonder-working saints and the leaders of such religious schisms as the Old Believers
appear in these pages, which are illustrated with miniature paintings, lithographs and engravings never before published in the English-speaking world. By tracing the artistic vocabulary, techniques and
working methods of icon painters, Tarasov shows how icons have been integral to the history of Russian art, inﬂuenced by folk and mainstream currents alike. As well as articulating the speciﬁcally Russian
piety they invoke, he analyzes the signiﬁcance of icons in the cultural life of modern Russia in the context of popular prints and poster design. Why Did Europe Conquer the World? Princeton University
Press The startling economic and political answers behind Europe's historical dominance Between 1492 and 1914, Europeans conquered 84 percent of the globe. But why did Europe establish global
dominance, when for centuries the Chinese, Japanese, Ottomans, and South Asians were far more advanced? In Why Did Europe Conquer the World?, Philip Hoﬀman demonstrates that conventional
explanations—such as geography, epidemic disease, and the Industrial Revolution—fail to provide answers. Arguing instead for the pivotal role of economic and political history, Hoﬀman shows that if
certain variables had been diﬀerent, Europe would have been eclipsed, and another power could have become master of the world. Hoﬀman sheds light on the two millennia of economic, political, and
historical changes that set European states on a distinctive path of development, military rivalry, and war. This resulted in astonishingly rapid growth in Europe's military sector, and produced an
insurmountable lead in gunpowder technology. The consequences determined which states established colonial empires or ran the slave trade, and even which economies were the ﬁrst to industrialize.
Debunking traditional arguments, Why Did Europe Conquer the World? reveals the startling reasons behind Europe's historic global supremacy. Giants The Global Power Elite Seven Stories Press A look
at the top 300 most powerful players in world capitalism, who are at the controls of our economic future. Who holds the purse strings to the majority of the world's wealth? There is a new global elite at the
controls of our economic future, and here former Project Censored director and media monitoring sociologist Peter Phillips unveils for the general reader just who these players are. The book includes such
power players as Mark Zuckerberg, Bill Gates, Jeﬀ Bezos, Jamie Dimon, and Warren Buﬀett. As the number of men with as much wealth as half the world fell from sixty-two to just eight between January
2016 and January 2017, according to Oxfam International, fewer than 200 super-connected asset managers at only 17 asset management ﬁrms—each with well over a trillion dollars in assets under
management—now represent the ﬁnancial core of the world's transnational capitalist class. Members of the global power elite are the management—the facilitators—of world capitalism, the ﬁrewall
protecting the capital investment, growth, and debt collection that keeps the status quo from changing. Each chapter in Giants identiﬁes by name the members of this international club of multimillionaires, their 17 global ﬁnancial companies—and including NGOs such as the Group of Thirty and the Trilateral Commission—and their transnational military protectors, so the reader, for the ﬁrst time
anywhere, can identify who constitutes this network of inﬂuence, where the wealth is concentrated, how it suppresses social movements, and how it can be redistributed for maximum systemic change.
Mapping Global Theatre Histories Springer This textbook provides a global, chronological mapping of signiﬁcant areas of theatre, sketched from its deepest history in the evolution of our brain's 'inner
theatre' to ancient, medieval, modern, and postmodern developments. It considers prehistoric cave art and built temples, African trance dances, ancient Egyptian and Middle-Eastern ritual dramas, Greek
and Roman theatres, Asian dance-dramas and puppetry, medieval European performances, global indigenous rituals, early modern to postmodern Euro-American developments, worldwide postcolonial
theatres, and the hyper-theatricality of today's mass and social media. Timelines and numbered paragraphs form an overall outline with distilled details of what students can learn, encouraging further
explorations online and in the library. Questions suggest how students might reﬂect on present parallels, making their own maps of global theatre histories, regarding geo-political theatrics in the media,
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our performances in everyday life, and the theatres inside our brains. Why America Is Not a New Rome MIT Press An investigation of the America-Rome analogy that goes deeper than the facile
comparisons made on talk shows and in glossy magazine articles. America's post–Cold War strategic dominance and its pre-recession aﬄuence inspired pundits to make celebratory comparisons to ancient
Rome at its most powerful. Now, with America no longer perceived as invulnerable, engaged in protracted ﬁghting in Iraq and Afghanistan, and suﬀering the worst economic downturn since the Great
Depression, comparisons are to the bloated, decadent, ineﬀectual later Empire. In Why America Is Not a New Rome, Vaclav Smil looks at these comparisons in detail, going deeper than the facile analogymaking of talk shows and glossy magazine articles. He ﬁnds profound diﬀerences. Smil, a scientist and a lifelong student of Roman history, focuses on several fundamental concerns: the very meaning of
empire; the actual extent and nature of Roman and American power; the role of knowledge and innovation; and demographic and economic basics—population dynamics, illness, death, wealth, and
misery. America is not a latter-day Rome, Smil ﬁnds, and we need to understand this in order to look ahead without the burden of counterproductive analogies. Superﬁcial similarities do not imply longterm political, demographic, or economic outcomes identical to Rome's. Fully Automated Luxury Communism A Manifesto Verso Books A diﬀerent kind of politics for a new kind of society--beyond
work, scarcity and capitalism In the twenty-ﬁrst century, new technologies should liberate us from work. Automation, rather than undermining an economy built on full employment, is instead the path to a
world of liberty, luxury and happiness—for everyone. Technological advance will reduce the value of commodities—food, healthcare and housing—towards zero. Improvements in renewable energies will
make fossil fuels a thing of the past. Asteroids will be mined for essential minerals. Genetic editing and synthetic biology will prolong life, virtually eliminate disease and provide meat without animals. New
horizons beckon. In Fully Automated Luxury Communism, Aaron Bastani conjures a vision of extraordinary hope, showing how we move to energy abundance, feed a world of 9 billion, overcome work,
transcend the limits of biology, and establish meaningful freedom for everyone. Rather than a ﬁnal destination, such a society merely heralds the real beginning of history.
Information—Consciousness—Reality How a New Understanding of the Universe Can Help Answer Age-Old Questions of Existence Springer This open access book chronicles the rise of a
new scientiﬁc paradigm oﬀering novel insights into the age-old enigmas of existence. Over 300 years ago, the human mind discovered the machine code of reality: mathematics. By utilizing abstract
thought systems, humans began to decode the workings of the cosmos. From this understanding, the current scientiﬁc paradigm emerged, ultimately discovering the gift of technology. Today, however,
our island of knowledge is surrounded by ever longer shores of ignorance. Science appears to have hit a dead end when confronted with the nature of reality and consciousness. In this fascinating and
accessible volume, James Glattfelder explores a radical paradigm shift uncovering the ontology of reality. It is found to be information-theoretic and participatory, yielding a computational and
programmable universe. The Coming Caesars Few Americans see the US presidents and the presidency outside of a sentimental idealism. Amaury de Riencourt, an author of more than eight books who
lectured extensively in the US in the 1950s, pulls out all the stops to reveal the essence of the U.S. Presidency in this volume. Originally published in 1957, The Coming Caesars, was well-received being
featured in publications like Foreign Aﬀairs, The New Yorker and Harper's magazine. Now, with a new Introduction, a private letter to the author from a high Pakistani oﬃcial from 2002, new endorsements,
additional quotes and a new typeset design; a new generation can gain a better understand what is happening in the United States than is being told them. Caesarism in the presidency is much more of a
threat today than ever before. This book will show why. Figuring Out The Past The 3,495 Vital Statistics that Explain World History Proﬁle Books What was the tallest building of the ancient world?
Or the average life expectancy in medieval Byzantium? Where did scientiﬁc writing ﬁrst emerge? What was the bloodiest ritual human sacriﬁce ever? We are used to thinking about history in terms of
stories. Yet we understand our own world through data: vast arrays of statistics that reveal the workings of our societies. Radical historians Peter Turchin and Dan Hoyer draw on their own Seshat project a staggeringly ambitious log of demographic and econometric information for every society that has ever existed - to ﬁnd the large-scale patterns in Figuring Out the Past. Join them now for a dive into the
numbers that reveal the true shape of the past. How History Gets Things Wrong The Neuroscience of Our Addiction to Stories MIT Press Why we learn the wrong things from narrative history, and
how our love for stories is hard-wired. To understand something, you need to know its history. Right? Wrong, says Alex Rosenberg in How History Gets Things Wrong. Feeling especially well-informed after
reading a book of popular history on the best-seller list? Don't. Narrative history is always, always wrong. It's not just incomplete or inaccurate but deeply wrong, as wrong as Ptolemaic astronomy. We no
longer believe that the earth is the center of the universe. Why do we still believe in historical narrative? Our attachment to history as a vehicle for understanding has a long Darwinian pedigree and a
genetic basis. Our love of stories is hard-wired. Neuroscience reveals that human evolution shaped a tool useful for survival into a defective theory of human nature. Stories historians tell, Rosenberg
continues, are not only wrong but harmful. Israel and Palestine, for example, have dueling narratives of dispossession that prevent one side from compromising with the other. Henry Kissinger applied
lessons drawn from the Congress of Vienna to American foreign policy with disastrous results. Human evolution improved primate mind reading—the ability to anticipate the behavior of others, whether
predators, prey, or cooperators—to get us to the top of the African food chain. Now, however, this hard-wired capacity makes us think we can understand history—what the Kaiser was thinking in 1914,
why Hitler declared war on the United States—by uncovering the narratives of what happened and why. In fact, Rosenberg argues, we will only understand history if we don't make it into a story. The War
on Normal People The Truth About America's Disappearing Jobs and Why Universal Basic Income Is Our Future Hachette UK The New York Times bestseller from CNN Political Commentator
and 2020 former Democratic presidential candidate Andrew Yang, this thought-provoking and prescient call-to-action outlines the urgent steps America must take, including Universal Basic Income (UBI),
to stabilize our economy amid rapid technological change and automation. The shift toward automation is about to create a tsunami of unemployment. Not in the distant future--now. One recent estimate
predicts 45 million American workers will lose their jobs within the next twelve years--jobs that won't be replaced. In a future marked by restlessness and chronic unemployment, what will happen to
American society? In The War on Normal People, Andrew Yang paints a dire portrait of the American economy. Rapidly advancing technologies like artiﬁcial intelligence, robotics and automation software
are making millions of Americans' livelihoods irrelevant. The consequences of these trends are already being felt across our communities in the form of political unrest, drug use, and other social ills. The
future looks dire-but is it unavoidable? In The War on Normal People, Yang imagines a diﬀerent future--one in which having a job is distinct from the capacity to prosper and seek fulﬁllment. At this vision's
core is Universal Basic Income, the concept of providing all citizens with a guaranteed income-and one that is rapidly gaining popularity among forward-thinking politicians and economists. Yang proposes
that UBI is an essential step toward a new, more durable kind of economy, one he calls "human capitalism." Seshat History of the Axial Age Seshat Histories Applying insights from a massive historical
research project-Seshat: Global History Databank-this edited volume reveals that there was no single "Axial Age" in human history. Instead, it points to cross-cultural parallels in the co-evolution of
egalitarian ideals and constraints on political authority with sociopolitical complexity. The ﬁrst book-length publication to make use of Seshat's systematic approach to collecting information about the
human past, Seshat History of the Axial Age expands the Axial Age debate beyond ﬁrst-millennium BCE Eurasia. Fourteen chapters survey earlier and later periods as well as developments in regions
previously neglected in Axial Age discussions. The conclusion? There was no identiﬁable Axial Age conﬁned to a few Eurasian hotspots in the last millennium BCE. However, "axiality" as a cluster of traits
emerged time and again whenever societies reached a certain threshold of scale and level of complexity. Co-editors Daniel Hoyer and Jenny Reddish paired some of the world's leading historians,
archaeologists, and anthropologists with members of the Seshat team. Hoyer, Project Manager with Seshat, is a historian and social scientist specializing in cross-cultural historical analysis. Reddish,
Seshat's Lead Editor, is an anthropologist working on the material correlates of cultural systems from societies around the world. She is based at the Complexity Science Hub, Vienna. Seshat: Global
History Databank was founded in 2011 to bring together the most current and comprehensive knowledge about human history in one place, collecting what is known about the social and political
organization of human societies to track how civilizations have evolved over time. Seshat History of the Axial Age is the ﬁrst entry in the Seshat Histories series. Adventures among Ants A Global
Safari with a Cast of Trillions Univ of California Press Intrepid international explorer, biologist, and photographer Mark W. Moﬀett, "the Indiana Jones of entomology," takes us around the globe on a
strange and colorful journey in search of the hidden world of ants. In tales from Nigeria, Indonesia, the Amazon, Australia, California, and elsewhere, Moﬀett recounts his entomological exploits and
provides fascinating details on how ants live and how they dominate their ecosystems through strikingly human behaviors, yet at a diﬀerent scale and a faster tempo. Moﬀett’s spectacular close-up
photographs shrink us down to size, so that we can observe ants in familiar roles; warriors, builders, big-game hunters, and slave owners. We ﬁnd them creating marketplaces and assembly lines and
dealing with issues we think of as uniquely human—including hygiene, recycling, and warfare. Adventures among Ants introduces some of the world’s most awe-inspiring species and oﬀers a startling new
perspective on the limits of our own perception. • Ants are world-class road builders, handling traﬃc problems on thoroughfares that dwarf our highway systems in their complexity • Ants with the largest
societies often deploy complicated military tactics • Some ants have evolved from hunter-gatherers into farmers, domesticating other insects and growing crops for food Revolution and Rebellion in
the Early Modern World Univ of California Press What can the great crises of the past teach us about contemporary revolutions? Arguing from an exciting and original perspective, Goldstone suggests
that great revolutions were the product of 'ecological crises' that occurred when inﬂexible political, economic, and social institutions were overwhelmed by the cumulative pressure of population growth on
limited available resources. Moreover, he contends that the causes of the great revolutions of Europe—the English and French revolutions—were similar to those of the great rebellions of Asia, which
shattered dynasties in Ottoman Turkey, China, and Japan. The author observes that revolutions and rebellions have more often produced a crushing state orthodoxy than liberal institutions, leading to the
conclusion that perhaps it is vain to expect revolution to bring democracy and economic progress. Instead, contends Goldstone, the path to these goals must begin with respect for individual liberty rather
than authoritarian movements of 'national liberation.' Arguing that the threat of revolution is still with us, Goldstone urges us to heed the lessons of the past. He sees in the United States a repetition of the
behavior patterns that have led to internal decay and international decline in the past, a situation calling for new leadership and careful attention to the balance between our consumption and our
resources. Meticulously researched, forcefully argued, and strikingly original, Revolutions and Rebellions in the Early Modern World is a tour de force by a brilliant young scholar. It is a book that will surely
engender much discussion and debate. From Newspeak to Cyberspeak A History of Soviet Cybernetics MIT Press In this book, Slava Gerovitch argues that Soviet cybernetics was not just an
intellectual trend but a social movement for radical reform in science and society as a whole. Followers of cybernetics viewed computer simulation as a universal method of problem solving and the
language of cybernetics as a language of objectivity and truth. With this new objectivity, they challenged the existing order of things in economics and politics as well as in science. The history of Soviet
cybernetics followed a curious arc. In the 1950s it was labeled a reactionary pseudoscience and a weapon of imperialist ideology. With the arrival of Khrushchev's political "thaw," however, it was seen as
an innocent victim of political oppression, and it evolved into a movement for radical reform of the Stalinist system of science. In the early 1960s it was hailed as "science in the service of communism,"
but by the end of the decade it had turned into a shallow fashionable trend. Using extensive new archival materials, Gerovitch argues that these ﬂuctuating attitudes reﬂected profound changes in
scientiﬁc language and research methodology across disciplines, in power relations within the scientiﬁc community, and in the political role of scientists and engineers in Soviet society. His detailed
analysis of scientiﬁc discourse shows how the Newspeak of the late Stalinist period and the Cyberspeak that challenged it eventually blended into "CyberNewspeak." Global Crisis, National Renewal A
(Revolutionary) Grand Strategy for the United States Independently Published National Security is not just military force. In an age of scarcity, security is a degrowth economy of energy
independence, social cohesion and civic virtue. All nations, including the United States, face systemic crises that are reinforcing each other at an explosive point in history. The threats to the republic are
unprecedented, but the status quo is incapable of understanding that conventional responses are an accelerant of fatal synergies: the status quo is now the problem rather than the solution. These novel
crises demand an entirely new Grand Strategy. The emergence of solutions is not pre-ordained; the collapse of the state is also a possibility, though far from an ideal one. The global crisis oﬀers an
opportunity to redraw America's Grand Strategy from the ground up. Should we fail to make full use of this opportunity, the United States will fail, along with all the other nation-states that are incapable of
redeﬁning the problems so that new solutions become possible. This revolutionary Grand Strategy will be the deciding factor between nation-states that fail and the few (if any) that will not just survive but
actually thrive. Are We Rome? The Fall of an Empire and the Fate of America HMH What went wrong in imperial Rome, and how we can avoid it: “If you want to understand where America stands in
the world today, read this.” —Thomas E. Ricks The rise and fall of ancient Rome has been on American minds since the beginning of our republic. Depending on who’s doing the talking, the history of Rome
serves as either a triumphal call to action—or a dire warning of imminent collapse. In this “provocative and lively” book, Cullen Murphy points out that today we focus less on the Roman Republic than on
the empire that took its place, and reveals a wide array of similarities between the two societies (The New York Times). Looking at the blinkered, insular culture of our capitals; the debilitating eﬀect of
bribery in public life; the paradoxical issue of borders; and the weakening of the body politic through various forms of privatization, Murphy persuasively argues that we most resemble Rome in the
burgeoning corruption of our government and in our arrogant ignorance of the world outside—two things that must be changed if we are to avoid Rome’s fate. “Are We Rome? is just about a perfect book. .
. . I wish every politician would spend an evening with this book.” —James Fallows Escape from Rome The Failure of Empire and the Road to Prosperity Princeton University Press The gripping story
of how the end of the Roman Empire was the beginning of the modern world The fall of the Roman Empire has long been considered one of the greatest disasters in history. But in this groundbreaking
book, Walter Scheidel argues that Rome's dramatic collapse was actually the best thing that ever happened, clearing the path for Europe's economic rise and the creation of the modern age. Ranging
across the entire premodern world, Escape from Rome oﬀers new answers to some of the biggest questions in history: Why did the Roman Empire appear? Why did nothing like it ever return to Europe?
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And, above all, why did Europeans come to dominate the world? In an absorbing narrative that begins with ancient Rome but stretches far beyond it, from Byzantium to China and from Genghis Khan to
Napoleon, Scheidel shows how the demise of Rome and the enduring failure of empire-building on European soil launched an economic transformation that changed the continent and ultimately the world.
Ancient Rome and Modern America John Wiley & Sons Ancient Rome and Modern America explores the vital role thenarratives and images of Rome have played in America’sunderstanding of itself and
its history. Places America’s response to Rome in a historicalcontext, from the Revolutionary era to the present Looks at portrayals of Rome in diﬀerent media: writing,architecture, theatre, painting,
World’s Fairs andExpositions, and ﬁlm Beautifully illustrated with over 40 high quality photographsand ﬁgures Hamlet's Ghost Vespasiano Gonzaga and his Ideal City Cambridge Scholars Publishing
Occasionally a man emerges from history without us knowing him. Duke Vespasiano Gonzaga (1531–91) of Sabbioneta escaped the net of sixteenth century Italy, its history of wars and conﬂicts, to fashion
a life that was uniquely diﬀerent. He set out to change the way urban man lived. Importantly, he was the ﬁrst man to build a Città ideale. Sabbioneta is the prototype of all planned cities of the modern era.
As a conﬁdant of King Philip II of Spain and a traveller, he quickly acquired a cosmopolitan worldview, which led him to become a uomo universale. It was in this capacity that he designed Sabbioneta as a
genuine “little Athens.” His life was fraught with tragedy, however. Not only did he suﬀer from syphilis, but his personal troubles left him emotionally damaged. The mysterious death of two wives,
including the beautiful Diana of Cardona, forced him to ﬁnd solace in the construction of his ideal city. As nephew to the legendary Giulia Gonzaga – and with her encouragement – the Duke managed to
forge a career as a poet, bibliophile, antiquarian, condottiero, urban planner and diplomat, all against the backdrop of New World discovery, the Protestant Reformation, and the Inquisition. This book
reveals another fascinating story: Vespasiano Gonzaga’s link to Shakespeare’s Hamlet. Like the Prince of Denmark, he reﬂects the emergence of our modern consciousness. He was a true Renaissance
man whose legacy remains with us to this day. As a self-fashioned personality, the Duke made every attempt to place himself at the forefront of events of his time. His life tells us a great deal about how
late-Renaissance men exteriorised their inner world in a bid to achieve immortality. How to Think about War An Ancient Guide to Foreign Policy Princeton University Press An accessible modern
translation of essential speeches from Thucydides’s History that takes readers to the heart of his profound insights on diplomacy, foreign policy, and war Why do nations go to war? What are citizens willing
to die for? What justiﬁes foreign invasion? And does might always make right? For nearly 2,500 years, students, politicians, political thinkers, and military leaders have read the eloquent and shrewd
speeches in Thucydides’s History of the Peloponnesian War for profound insights into military conﬂict, diplomacy, and the behavior of people and countries in times of crisis. How to Think about War
presents the most inﬂuential and compelling of these speeches in an elegant new translation by classicist Johanna Hanink, accompanied by an enlightening introduction, informative headnotes, and the
original Greek on facing pages. The result is an ideally accessible introduction to Thucydides’s long and challenging History. Thucydides intended his account of the clash between classical Greece’s
mightiest powers—Athens and Sparta—to be a “possession for all time.” Today, it remains a foundational work for the study not only of ancient history but also contemporary politics and international
relations. How to Think about War features speeches that have earned the History its celebrated status—all of those delivered before the Athenian Assembly, as well as Pericles’s funeral oration and the
notoriously ruthless “Melian Dialogue.” Organized by key debates, these complex speeches reveal the recklessness, cruelty, and realpolitik of Athenian warﬁghting and imperialism. The ﬁrst Englishlanguage collection of speeches from Thucydides in nearly half a century, How to Think about War takes readers straight to the heart of this timeless thinker. 國家如何反彈回升 春山出版 曾經有一個比現在經濟更不平等、政治更加極化、社會更為
分裂的時代，但是它沒有繼續沉淪，反而翻轉局面，向上提升數十年 《階級世代》作者普特南充滿啟發的新作 一百多年前的美國與現在相比，經濟更不平等、政治更加極化、社會更為分裂、公眾言論也同樣尖刻粗暴。令人訝異的是，儘管當時的人絕望地認為自己身處最糟的時代，然而一切卻開始反轉，不但沒有繼續往下坡走，反而一路向上提升，直到一九六○年代中期的高峰。在這段
期間，貧富差距持續縮減，政治上的尊重合作取代抹黑攻訐，社會參與的風氣也高於私利絕對優先的心態。 作者普特南認為，這幾方面的發展在時間上幾乎完全同步，並非單純的巧合。他巧妙運用各種可得的資料作為衡量的指標，為經濟、政治、社會、文化，甚至種族與性別議題編製出趨勢演變的圖像，並透過細膩的敘述，解說各個領域的發展情況。 他認為，討論我們當前難題的時候，
一般只關注一九六、七○年代以來開始往下坡走的趨勢，鮮少注意到更久之前我們其實也經歷過跟現在極為相似的糟糕情況。這段歷史最具啟發性的地方在於，美國社會擺脫了惡質的「鍍金時代」，翻轉向上持續數十年。曾經深入研究美國教育與階級逐漸僵化情形的普特南，這次把眼光往前延伸，探討當年美國是如何從令人窒息的絕路當中，成功改造自己的發展軌跡。無論是對臺灣或世
界各地想改善現況的國家來說，本書的故事都是相當寶貴的參照。 Rampspoed Politiek ten tijde van catastrofe Overamstel Uitgevers Rampen zijn per deﬁnitie moeilijk te voorspellen. Net als aardbevingen, bosbranden, ﬁnanciële
crises en oorlogen voldoen pandemieën niet aan een keurig patroon: er bestaat geen historische cyclus die een handvat biedt in de voorbereiding op een volgende catastrofe. Maar als een ramp toeslaat,
willen we beter voorbereid zijn dan de Romeinen waren toen de Vesuvius uitbarstte, of dan de middeleeuwers die getroﬀen werden door de Zwarte Dood. Wij hebben immers de wetenschap aan onze
kant. Toch was in veel landen de respons op de uitbraak van een nieuw virus uit China in 2020 ondermaats. Waarom? Het gemakkelijke antwoord is wijzen op slecht leiderschap. Voor een deel klopt dat
antwoord, maar Niall Ferguson betoogt dat COVID-19 diepere problemen heeft blootgelegd - problemen die al zichtbaar waren in ons antwoord op eerdere rampen. Puttend uit meerdere disciplines,
waaronder geschiedenis, economie, geneeskunde en netwerkwetenschap, biedt Ferguson met Rampspoed niet alleen een historisch overzicht, maar ook een algemene theorie van rampen. En tevens een
boodschap die de wereld zich serieus ter harte moet nemen als we de volgende crisis beter willen aanpakken en een onontkoombare neergang willen voorkomen. Why We're Polarized A Barack
Obama summer reading pick 2022 Proﬁle Books A BARACK OBAMA AND A BILL GATES SUMMER READING PICK 2022 A NEW YORK TIMES AND WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER 'This book helped me
understand modern politics better' - Bill Gates, Summer Reading Pick 2022 'Superbly researched and written' - Francis Fukuyama, The Washington Post 'It's been a long time since I learned so much from
one book.' - Rutger Bregman author of Utopia for Realists 'Powerful [and] intelligent.' - Fareed Zakaria, CNN America's political system isn't broken. The truth is scarier: it's working exactly as designed. In
Why We're Polarized, Ezra Klein reveals the structural and psychological forces behind America's deep political divisions, revealing how a system ﬁlled with rational, functional parts can combine into a
dysfunctional whole. Neither a polemic nor a lament, this book oﬀers a clear framework for understanding everything from Trump's rise to the Democratic Party's leftward shift to the politicisation of
everyday culture. Klein shows how and why American politics polarised in the twentieth century, what that polarisation did to Americans' views of the world and one another, and how feedback loops
between polarised political identities and polarised political institutions drive the system toward crisis. This revelatory book will change how you look at politics, and perhaps at yourself. The Bonds of
Inequality Debt and the Making of the American City University of Chicago Press "Cities require infrastructure as they grow and persist; infrastructure requires funding, typically from the bond
market. But the bond market is not a neutral player. In this groundbreaking book, Destin Jenkins suggests that questions of urban infrastructure are inherently also questions of justice because
infrastructure requires ﬁnancial mechanisms to come into being. Moreover, these mechanisms abstract cities into investments controlled from afar, which exacerbates local inequalities of race, wealth, and
power. Ultimately, Jenkins opens up far larger questions, such as why it is that American social welfare is predicated on the demands of ﬁnance capitalism in the ﬁrst place"-- The Great Leveler Princeton
University Press "Are mass violence and catastrophes the only forces that can seriously decrease economic inequality? To judge by thousands of years of history, the answer is yes. Tracing the global
history of inequality from the Stone Age to today, Walter Scheidel shows that inequality never dies peacefully. Inequality declines when carnage and disaster strike and increases when peace and stability
return. The Great Leveler is the ﬁrst book to chart the crucial role of violent shocks in reducing inequality over the full sweep of human history around the world. Ever since humans began to farm, herd
livestock, and pass on their assets to future generations, economic inequality has been a deﬁning feature of civilization. Over thousands of years, only violent events have signiﬁcantly lessened inequality.
The "Four Horsemen" of leveling--mass-mobilization warfare, transformative revolutions, state collapse, and catastrophic plagues--have repeatedly destroyed the fortunes of the rich. Scheidel identiﬁes
and examines these processes, from the crises of the earliest civilizations to the cataclysmic world wars and communist revolutions of the twentieth century. Today, the violence that reduced inequality in
the past seems to have diminished, and that is a good thing. But it casts serious doubt on the prospects for a more equal future. An essential contribution to the debate about inequality, The Great Leveler
provides important new insights about why inequality is so persistent--and why it is unlikely to decline anytime soon."-- Xiongnu Archaeology Multidisciplinary Perspectives of the First Steppe
Empire in Inner Asia Socialism in Russia Lenin and His Legacy, 1890-1991 Springer This book asks three fundamental questions about the socialist experiment in twentieth-century Russia: How did
Marxist ideas come to be implemented in Russia, a country entirely unsuited to them? Why did the experiment lead to such suﬀering and upheaval and prove so fruitless? And why did the attempt to
return to a proper Marxism/Leninism bring about the rapid collapse of the experiment. In its answers, this book pays special attention to the shadow cast by Lenin throughout the entire Soviet era.
Ukraine and Russia in Their Historical Encounter CIUS Press Sustainable Modernity The Nordic Model and Beyond Routledge The Open Access version of this book, available at
https://www.taylorfrancis.com/books/e/9781351765633, has been made available under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial-No Derivatives 4.0 license. In the 21st century, Norway, Denmark
and Sweden remain the icons of fair societies, with high economic productivity and quality of life. But they are also an enigma in a cultural-evolutionary sense: though by no means following the same
socio-economic formula, they are all cases of a "non-hubristic", socially sustainable modernity that puzzles outside observers. Using Nordic welfare states as its laboratory, Sustainable Modernity combines
evolutionary and socio-cultural perspectives to illuminate the mainsprings of what the authors call the "well-being society". The main contention is that the Nordic uniqueness is not merely the outcome of
one particular set of historical institutional or political arrangements, or sheer historical luck; rather, the high welfare creation inherent in the Nordic model has been predicated on a long and durable
tradition of social cooperation, which has interacted with global competitive forces. Hence the socially sustainable Nordic modernity should be approached as an integrated and tightly orchestrated
ecosystem based on a complex interplay of cooperative and competitive strategies within and across several domains: normative-cultural, socio-political and redistributive. The key question is: Can the
Nordic countries uphold the balance of competition and cooperation and reproduce their resilience in the age of globalization, cultural collisions, the digital economy, the fragmentation of the work/life
division, and often intrusive EU regulation? With contributors providing insights from the humanities, the social sciences and evolutionary science, this book will be of great interest to students and scholars
of political science, sociology, history, institutional economics, Nordic studies and human evolution studies.
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